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Automated FX Trading:
Getting beyond the buzz
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SLOWING THINGS DOWN
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gets even more interesting is when
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Lots of buy side firms are talking about FX automation right now, but what does it
mean when this talk turns into action? Sebastian Hofmann-Werther, Head of EMEA
at 360T, explains.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA

still understandably prefer to slow

whatever manner is most suitable for

It should go without saying that

things down at times, and it’s also

their workflow and operations.

However, as the severity of the current
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another very important parameter to
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BESPOKE EXECUTION RULES

COMPLIANCE CONSIDERATIONS
More than this, firms need to be able

handling instructions, that determine

Ultimately, the trend in FX — like

One advantage that we have at 360T in

whether each particular trade should

elsewhere within financial markets

For example, rather than a basic

this regard is our Swaps Data Feed (SDF),
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approach where trades under a certain
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However, the key point here is that
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an indication of how much time these
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being tasked with handling larger
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execute if there’s a minimum amount

these non-spot products and thereby

compliance considerations when firms

today means that buy side firms

Even prior to the outbreak of the

Most of the time when people are

Coronavirus pandemic the need to

talking about automation, they’re

automate more of their FX activity

probably referring to systems that

was a key topic of discussion amongst
many firms in the real money
community.

volumes, the size of the desks

and the data set underpinning them.

embrace this change will benefit as a
result.

of liquidity in the market, or if a certain

allow firms to confidently auto-execute

look to implement new automated
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Assuming it takes on average 45
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trading tools. And once again, this
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seconds to complete a normal point-
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is where the data under-pinning this
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automation comes into play.

are based on the best possible data
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Not only should real money firms be

improving trading efficiency and
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determine that trades should only

demanding this level of customisation

For firms to be comfortable with
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productivity.

100 such trades per day then that’s

auto-execute at specific times of the

from the automation tools they

increased automation they need

activity at all times.
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